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Analyze urban biodiversity from the perspective of cultural studies
and with the tools of narrative analysis
Analyze dominant story templates and recurring images that shape
the public perception of urban biodiversity
Develop a profile of knowledge and attitudes toward particular
species of plants and animals on the part of different communities
Determine how the value structure that shapes knowledge and
attitudes in different communities converge or conflict with those of
ecologists and biologists
Develop procedures for negotiating the differences
Develop international comparisons of different cities and prevailing
knowledge and attitudes toward urban plants and animals: expand
study to Mexico City and Berlin

Urban Biodiversity: Cultures, Stories, Taxonomies
1. Empirical survey: collaboration with UCSB team
2. Textual analysis: fiction, nonfiction, newspaper reports on
species, possibly oral storytelling
3. Documentary film: Urban Ark Los Angeles
kcet.org/urbanark
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Which animal and plant species are particular communities aware of, and
which ones do they not know about?
Cultural taxonomies sometimes coincide and sometime diverge from
scientific taxonomies: wild vs. domestic, beautiful vs. ugly, attractive vs.
frightening, edible vs. inedible, or poisonous vs. non-poisonous
Which species do communities like and want to have present, which ones
would they rather not have around, and which ones are they indifferent
toward? To what extent does this profile of preferences map onto what
ecologists postulate as desirable? How should differences between the
various preference profiles be socially and politically negotiated?
What narrative templates structure the textual and visual stories different
communities tell about urban plants and animals? How does the analysis of
these narrative templates change the understanding of the communities
that produce them?
What visions of urban futures emerge from these stories, for both humans and
nonhumans?

Multispecies justice

red-crowned parrot/loro tamaulipeco/amazona viridigenalis

red-crowned parrot/loro tamaulipeco/amazona viridigenalis

Urban Ark Los Angeles (2018)
https://www.kcet.org/shows/earth-focus/projects/urban-ark

Zoöpolis


"Zoöpolis invites a critique of contemporary urbanization from the
standpoint of animals but also from the perspective of people, who
together with animals suffer from urban pollution and habitat
degradation and who are denied the experience of animal kinship
and otherness so vital to their well-being." (Wolch 1998: 135)
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"Zoöpolis invites a critique of contemporary urbanization from the
standpoint of animals but also from the perspective of people, who
together with animals suffer from urban pollution and habitat
degradation and who are denied the experience of animal kinship
and otherness so vital to their well-being." (Wolch 1998: 135)
"We have just begun to think about the moral choices we make in
building and living in cities, and what they mean for animals. [. . .] If
animals are granted subjectivity, agency, and even maybe even
culture, how do we determine their survival in the city? [. . .] If urban
and environmental justice is eventually broadened to include
animal justice as well, questions also arise about how radical an
urban democracy we can visualize, or handle in practice." (Wolch
2002: 733-734)

